
Schedule for 3rd Round of Documents Verification on 26-10-2023  and Medical Examination from 

 27-10-2023 from with Block Date for absentee candidates for DV on 27-10-2023 and medical on 28-10-

2023 of following candidates shortlisted for Level - 3 & 5 of CEN No. 01/2019. 

Government of India, Ministry of Railways 
Railway Recruitment Board, Jammu 

 

 

Level 3 Reporting Date & Time : 26-10-2023 & 09:00 Hrs 
211191170009856 211191170094246 211191170097870 211191170099777 211191170114767 
211191170117196 211191170137264 211191170166315 211191210020508 211191210042688 
211191210051314 211192170116455 211193120084035 211193120086271 211194120105188 
211194120121631 211194120138743 211194120156051 211194130149601 211194170080712 
211194170112332 211194170124704 211194250175934 211195170009239 211195210015851 

Total =25 
 
 
 

 

Level 5 Reporting Date & Time : 26-10-2023 & 09:00 Hrs 
211191120133545 211191120166158 211191170154764 211192170159459 211193120104028 
211194120119030 211194120147689 211194120152255 211194170125889 211194170141594 
211194190179774 211194260070803 211194270175948 211195170093154 Total =14 

 
 
 
 



Instructions 

1. The document verification is scheduled on 26.10.2023 at Railway Recruitment Board, Jammu 
and the reporting time for the shortlisted candidates will be 09:00 AM. The shortlisted 
candidates will also be informed through official SMS/Email (provided in their application) about 
the actual date and place of Document Verification. 

2. Candidates have to upload their signature, latest Photograph & two marks of identifications in 
the portal https://oirms-ir.gov.in/rrbdv/. The instruction for uploading is available in the 
portal. This portal will be active from 10 days prior and upto the date of DV. Candidates are 
advised to read the detailed instructions given in the DV e-Call letter carefully and bring all the 
required certificates / documents in original at the time of DV. The candidates called for DV 
should produce all the original documents along with self attested two sets of XEROX copies in 
A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e call letter issued for Document Verification. Candidate 
should produce original documents on the date of DV, in absence of original documents in 
the all date of DV his/her candidature shall stand cancelled. 

3. Those candidates called for Document Verification may note that after completion of DV, they 
will be sent for medical examination at the nominated Railway Hospital located in the 
jurisdiction of RRB on the next day of the DV. The candidates are required to come prepared to 
stay for three to four days accordingly. Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs. 
24/- only. Accordingly, candidates have to come prepared for DV and Medical Examination. 

4. BLOCK DATE FOR ABSENTEE CANDIDATES (27-10-2023): For the candidates who fail to report 
for the Document Verification on the regular dates assigned to them in their call letter with 
valid reason(s), a second and final chance to attend the Document Verification is kept on the 
block date. It must be noted that failure to report for the Document Verification on specified 
dates will tantamount to rejection of candidature unless it is supported by documentary 
evidence that the candidate had to appear in a University/Government examination or due to 
sickness of the candidate. No other reason for absence will be considered. In such cases only, 
the candidates will be provided the last and final opportunity to appear in the Document 
Verification on 27-10-2023 at 09.00 HRS at the office of RRB, Jammu. No fresh e-call letter will 
be sent for this purpose and the candidates can attend with the same e-call letter downloaded 
for the regular Document Verification. 

 
5. The candidature of all the shortlisted candidates is purely provisional and is liable to be 

cancelled at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency/ 
deficiency/discrepancy detected in the information furnished by them in their online 
application or any malpractice on their part coming to the notice at any stage of the 
recruitment process or thereafter. 

 
Continued on next page 



 

6. It is to be noted that merely shortlisting or calling a candidate for Document 
Verification/Medical examination does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the 
Railways. 

7. While every care has been taken in preparing the result, RRB reserves the right to rectify any 
inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake etc. RRB regrets the inability to entertain any 
correspondence on this account from the candidates. 

8. Candidates are advised to refer only to the official website of RRBs for latest updates on the 
recruitment process. Please do not be misled by unauthenticated sources. 

9.  Beware of touts who try to misguide candidates with fake promises of appointment for jobs on 
illegal considerations. RRB selections are based on Computer Based Test (CBT) and recruitment is 
based only on the merit of the candidates. 

Dated: 13.10.2023 Chairman/RRB/Jammu 


